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1. Die-cut petals from purple, scarlet, white, red or deep pink 
cardstock. Die-cut four to six leaves from medium green 
cardstock and calyx (one with six projections or two with four 
projections) from medium green cardstock. Die-cut the stamen 
from white or yellow cardstock.

2. Use PanPastel™ to add color to the petals as shown. Using 
the 3mm Ball Stylus, cup either the six-projection calyx or two 
of the four-projection calyxes. Note: When building an eight-petal 
Flower, glue and stack the two four-projection calyxes together 
with the projections offset.

3. Place petals on the Molding Pad and use the 3mm Loop Tool to 
shape. Use Leaf Tool and Leaf Pad to add character lines. Using 
tweezers, pinch the stem ends, then turn the petal right side 
down on the Molding Pad and use the 3mm Ball Stylus to add a 
bend to the tips of the petals.

4. Dip and drag each petal in glue. Assemble the Flower by first 
adhering the large petals to every other projection on the calyx, 
then fill in the remaining projections. 

5. Using scissors, cut each projection of the stamen in half. 
Apply glue to the bottom edge of the stamen, grasp the small 
end with tweezers and roll. Fan out the stamen and lightly dip 
ends into glue, then into Woodland Scenics™ Pollen. Apply a 
small amount of glue to the center of the stamen and sprinkle 
with a deep red pollen. Dip bottom of stamen into the glue and 
adhere to the center of the Flower.  

6. Stem, vein, pinch and bend leaves. Back fold leaves along the 
stem line and apply PanPastel Bright Green to the raised fold. 
Reverse the fold of the leaf so that highlighted stem line is the 
inner fold. Dip and drag stem in glue and place beneath the 
Flower.


